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Andre Gorz 

1. Towards a Sociulist Straf egy of Reforrns 
THE working class will neither unite politically, nor man the barri- 
cades, for a 10 per cent rise in wages or 50,000 more council flats. In 
the foreseeable future there will be no crisis of European capitalism so 
dramatic as to drive the mass of workers to revolutionary general 
strikes or armed insurrection in defence of their vital interests. 

But the bourgeoisie will never surrender its power without struggle, 
without being forced to do so by the revolutionary action of the 
masses. 

It follows that the principal problem of a socialist strategy is to 
cretite the objective and subjective conditions which will make mass 
revolutionary action and engagement in a successful trial of strength 
with the bourgeoisie possible. 

There may be disagreement with the terms in which I have posed 
the problem; some may think socialism unnecessary for the liberation 
and fulfilment of men. But vast numbers of those working with hands 
or brains think or feel in some confused way that capitalism is no 
more acceptable today than it was yesterday as a type of economic 
and social development; as a mode of life; as a system of relations of 
men with each other, with their work, with nature, and with the 
peoples of the rest of the world; in the use it makes-or does not make 
--of its technical and scientific resources, of the potential or actual 
creative capacities of each individual. If this feeling or decision leads 
one to opt for socialism, these are the terms in which the problem of 
its realization must be posed. 

This realization can never be the result of a gradual reform of the 
capitalist system, designed to rationalize its operation and to institu- 
tionalize class antangonisms: nor of its crises and irrationalities: 
capitalism can eliminate neither their causes nor their consequences, 
but it has now learnt how to prevent their becomjng explosively acute. 
Nor will socialism be achieved as a result of a spontaneous rising of the 
discontented or by the annihilation of social-traitors and revisionists by 
means of anathema and quotations. Socialism can only come about 
through !onp tern7 and ccrnscioris action, which starts with the gradual 

* This essay is taken from Andri: Corz's Lc Socitrli.c.me Dificile, published 
in 1967 by the Editions dlt Sertil. The translation is by Ben Brcwster. 
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application of a coherent programme of reforms, but which can only 
proceed by way of a succession of more or less violent, sometimes 
successful, sometimes unsuccessful, trials of strength; and which will 
as a whole contribute to the formation and organization of the 
socialist will and consciousness of the working classes. In this way, the 
struggle will advance, on condition that within the capitalist system 
each battle reinforces the positions of strength, the weapons, and also 
the reasons which workers have for repelling the attacks of the con- 
servative forces, and for preventing capitalism from regaining lost 
positions. 

There is not and cannot be an imperceptible "gradual transition" 
from capitalism to socialism. The economic and political power of the 
bourgeoisie will not be whittled away by a slow process of erosion, 
nor destroyed by a succession of partial reforms, each one apparently 
innocuous and acceptable to capitalism, but which cumulatively would 
amount to a discreet siege of the enemy by a secret and masked 
socialist army, advancing soundlessly, under cover of night, until one 
fine morning it would find itself in power. 

This cannot be the real issue. What can and must be gradual and 
cumulative in a socialist strategy is the preparatory phase which sets 
in motion a process leading to the edge of the crisis and the final trial 
of strength.l The choice of this road, incorrectly called "the peaceful 
road to socialism", is not the consequence of an a priori option for 
gradualism; nor of an a priori refusal of violent revolution or armed 
insurrection. It is a consequence of the latter's actual impossibility in 
the European context. It is a consequence of the necessity to create 
the objective and subjective conditions, to prepare the social and 
political positions of strength, on the basis of which a working class 
conquest of political power will become possible. 

It may perhaps be objected that there can be no reforms of a 
socialist character as long as power remains in fact in the hands of 
the bourgeoisie, as long as the capitalist state continues to exist. This 
is true. A socialist strategy of progressive reforms does not mean the 
installation of islands of socialism in a capitalist ocean. But it does 
mean the conquest of popular and working class powers, the creation 
of centres of social control and direct democracy (notably in great 
industrial enterprises and production co-operatives); the conquest of 
positions of strength in representative assemblies; the abstraction from 
the domination of the market of goods and services answering to col- 
lective needs, with the inevitable consequence of an intensification and 
deepening of the antagonism between the logic of social production 
according to the needs and aspirations of men, and the logic of 
capitalist accumulation and the power of management. 

It is essential that this antagonism should never be institutionalized, 
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as it usually is in neo-capitalist and social-democratic regimes, by the 
integration of working class organizations in the state and their subord- 
ination to it, by compulsory negotiation and arbitration. The autonomy 
of trade union and political organizations must bring the antagonisms 
into the open and allow them to develop freely, and then bring the 
existing organization of power into question and into crisis, and upset 
the balance of social forces and of the capitalist economy-a balance 
which tends to reconstitute itself at a higher level after every initiation 
of partial reforms, a point which will be taken up presently. 

A socialist strategy of gradual reforms can neither be conceived as a 
simple electoral conquest of a majority, nor as the promulgation of a 
series of reforms by a chance coalition of social-democrats and 
s~cialists.~ The electoral struggle, even when it is ultimately victorious, 
has never enabled the working classes to forge a collective will or real 
political power. As Marx and Engels wrote," suffrage gives the right, 
not the power to govern. It makes possible an assessment of a multi- 
plicity of individual wishes, expressed in the secrecy of the polling 
booth, of men and women whose convergence of demands does not 
yet make at all possible their organization and unification for the pur- 
pose of common action. 

This is one of the mystifications of bourgeois democracy. Its insti- 
tutions are so conceived as to perpetuate the separation of individuals 
and their molecular dispersion, to deny them all collective power over 
the organization of society, leaving them merely with the posisbility, 
as a substitute for popular power, of a perrnnner7t delegation of power 
every four or five years to representatives with no direct relations with 
the masses, to parties which are only considered "acceptable partners" 
on condition that they represent vis-a-vis their electors the superior 
interests of the capitalist state, rather than the interests of their elec- 
tors vis-8-vis the capitalist state. 

In short, electoral victory does not give power: electoral victory 
acquired on the basis of a programme of reforms, however timid, does 
not give the power to initiate these reforms. This is one of the pro- 
found reasons for the persistence of conservative majorities except in 
periods of grave crisis and conflict, and for the regular re-election of 
the government in office, whatever its policies. For in their general 
tendency, if not in detail, these policies reflect the existing relation of 
forces in the given situation. 

However eloquently it may be advocated by the opposition, a 
different policy will neither convince nor appear possible unless there 
h a  already been a virtual demo~zstration of the power of pron1ulgat- 
ing it, unless the relation of social forces has been modified by direct 
mass action which, organized and led by the working class parties, has 
created a crisis for the policies of the government in officc4 In other 



words, the power to initiate a policy of reforms is not conquered in 
Parliament, but by the previous demonstration of a capacity to 
mobilize the working classes against current policies; and this capacity 
of mobilization can itself only be durable and fruitful if the forces 
of opposition can not only effectively challenge current policies, but 
also resolve the ensuing crisis; not only attack these policies, but also 
define other policies which correspond to the new balance of forces: 
or rather-since a relation of forces is never a static thing-to the 
new dynamic of struggle that this new relation of forces makes possible. 

Without a change in the balance of forces between classes; without 
a shift in the economic and social balance of the system through the 
struggle of the masses for their demands, there is a fatal tendency for 
electoral logic to play into the hands of those political leaders for 
whom the role of the "left" is reduced to carrying out "better than 
the right" the same policies as the right: and for whom interparty com- 
petition reduces itself, in Lelio Basso's words," "to the competition 
between cliques of political leaders who present their credentials for a 
more efficient administration of power within the framework of a com- 
mon political choice". If, on the other hand, mass struggles succeed in 
upsetting the balance of the system and in precipitating a crisis without 
being accompanied at the party level by the definition of a really new 
economic policy capable of resolving the crisis to the political and 
material advantage of the working classes (as has happened in the 
recent past in most of the countries of Western Europe), then the 
situation rapidly decays and despite their victories the working classes 
are soon thrown back by the bourgeoisie to their starting point. 
Famous precedents for this are France (1937,1947 and 19571, Belgium 
(1961). Italy (1 962-1 964), etc. 

At the present time there is a danger that this same process of decay 
of a situation favourable to the working class will be reproduced every 
time a coalition coming to power on a programme of reforms is a 
heterogeneous alliance of neo-capitalist reformists and socialists. This 
touches on the strictly political conditions of a socialist strategy of 
reforms. 

Such a strategy, it is worth repeating, cannot, in present-day 
Europe, aim at the immediate installation of socialism. Neither can it 
aim at the immediate realization of anti-capitalist reforms which are 
directly incompatible with the survival of the system, such as the 
nationalization of all important industrial enterprises or of all sectors 
with monopolistic os oligopolistic structures. Such reforms, included 
within a short-term programme, would not constitute the settirlg in 
motion of a revolutionary pr.ores.s during which class antagonisms 
would steadily intensify to the point of a decisive trial of strength. 
They would constitute directly the destruction of capitalist structures 
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and would already demand sufficient maturity of the working class for 
the immediate revolutionary conquest of political power. If the socialist 
revolution is not immediatelv mssible. neither is the realization of re- 
forms immediately destructive of capitalism. Those who reject any 
other kind of reforms in fact reject the very possibility of a strategy 
of transition and a process of transition to socialism. 

We should not conclude from the impossibility, failing a pre- 
- - 

revolutionary situation, of passing directly to reforms destructive of 
the system, that a socialist strategy of reforms can or must be limited 
to isolated or partial reforms, called "democratic" because they have 
not only no socialist content, but no socialist perspective or revolu- 
tionary dynamic. In practice, what distinguishes a socialist strategy of 
reforms from a neo-capitalist reformism of a social-democratic type 
is less each of the reforms proposed and each programmatic objective 
than: 1. the presence or absence of organic ties between the various 
reforms; 2. the rhythm and modalities of their initiation; 3. the pres- 
ence or absence of a will to profit by the collapse in the balance-pro- 
voked by the first reforming actions for new disruptive action." 

The fact that social-democratic leaders and socialist forces may find 
themselves in agreement on the necessity of certain reforms must 
never be allowed to confuse the basic difference between their respec- 
tive goals and perspectives. If a socialist strategy of reforms is to be 
possible, this basic difference must not be masked, nor dismissed to a 
lower level by tactical agreements at the summit. On the contrary, it 
must be placed at the centre of political debate. If not, the socialist 
movement, by seeming to give a totally unmerited "socialist" warrant 
to the social-democratic leaders through tactical agreements at the 
summit, will have prepared the rout in ideological and political con- 
fusion of the whole of the working-class movement and particularly 
of its avant-garde. 

These remarks are particularly applicable to the present European 
situation, in which the precarious economic balance no longer allows 
as it did in other periods the financing by inflation of social pro- 
grammes and public intervention. It follows from this situation that a 
programme with a "social" character-concerning the raising of low 
wages; the development of social construction and backward regions; 
the improvement of education and public services, etc.-must either 
use a coherent set of reform5 to attack the logic and the core of capita- 
list accumulation; or retreat precipitately before the lightning response 
of capitalist forces whose interests are threatened or adversely affected. 

If ;t is proposed that a popular front coalition should be brought 
to power on the basis of an agreement as to a minimum common pro- 
gramme, entailing several partial reforms, and excluding by the very 
terms of the alliance reforming actions going beyond the limits of the 
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programme, then the fate of the coalition and its government is 
virtually sealed in advance. 

In fact, the very essence of a minimum programme is that, unlike 
a programme of transition or a strategy of reforms, it debars the 
socialist forces, on pain of breaking the pact, from profiting by the 
dynamic of the process set in motion by the initial measures, and 
even from responding by counter-offensive to the offensive of the 
capitalist forces. 

The nature of this offensive is now well Itnown, as it always follows 
the pattern of France in 1936. The bourgeoisie reacts to the actions 
which threaten its prerogatives and powers by a flight of capital, an 
investment strike, and selective dismissals, aimed first of all at trade 
union militants; in short, by unleashing an economic crisis whose 
effects penalize the working classes. This crisis-which is not merely 
the result of a deliberate and concerted action by the bourgeoisie, but 
also of the objective impossibility of making capitalism work while 
attacking its internal resources-finally allows the bourgeoisie to 
negotiate from a position of strength the revision of the government 
programme and the postponement in time (i.e. in practice, indefinitely) 
of its objectives. The bourgeoisie is the more insistent the more 
negotiation brings out the internal division of the coalition between 
partisans of intransigence and partisans of compromise. As the weeks 
pass and the economic and monetary crisis deepens, the former inevit- 
ably lose ground to the latter. For from this moment on the situation 
has already changed. The original minimum programme has already 
become inapplicable. To apply it would now demand draconian 
measures which did not figure in the original common minimum pro- 
gramme-e.g. exchange, controls, price ceilings, import quotas, 
nationalization of financial or industrial monopolies-and which could 
only be attempted by a government "striking while the iron is hot", 
at the moment of maximum popular support and mobilization. 

But the weeks which have passed in sterile bargaining; the economic 
crisis; the dissensions within the coalition produce a reflux of com- 
bativity in the working classes. The partisans of intransigence are 
already fighting a rearguard action. Confusion ensues, and the capita- 
list forces, conscious that time is on their side, harden their stand. 
The history of the coalition thus becomes that of a long retreating 
struggle. To regain the confidence of capital it multiplies concessions. 
When finally it is succeeded by a moderate government, better suited 
to appease the bourgeoisie and "cure" the economy, the popular front 
coalition has to its credit only the measures and partial reforms carried 
out in its first weeks of power, and which have been distorted, deprived 
of all real significance and even put to the service of the capitalist 
system. 
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The repetition of a similar process-which occurred in France after 
1936 and 1945; in Great Britain after 1945 and 1964; in Italy after 
1947 and 1963--can only be prevented if the coalition is sufficiently 
homogeneous and conscious of the trials awaiting it to respond to the 
offensive of the capitalist forces by a lightning reaction in the country 
of the working masses, and by governmental measures prepared pre- 
ventively in advance, well before the vic to~y.~ 

But an effective reaction from the working class movement pre- 
supposes that the reforming action is not conceived as an action 
centralized in the state, in support of which the coalition demands of 
the masses a permanent and disciplined delegation of powers; rather it 
presupposes that the promulgation of the economic programme goes 
hand in hand from the beginning with democratic reforms allowing 
the development in factories, co-operatives, regions and local councils 
of centres of popular power and initiatives adapted to local circum- 
stances. 

On the other hand, preventative measures against the offensive of the 
capitalist forces presupposes that from the start the coalition had no 
illusions about the possibility of appeasing the bourgeoisie and recon- 
ciling it with a loyal collaboration with the new state.8 But social- 
democratic leaders are supporters of a popular front. According to 
them, initially there should be a sincere attempt at a policy resting on 
indirect controls and freely accepted managerial prerogatives. It  would 
be incorrect to reject this method of approach a priori if its supporters 
were conscious from the start that it cannot constitute a lasting policy, 
but must inevitably lead to an acute conflict which must he prepared 
for. In other words, a policy of indirect public control of the 
mechanisms of accumulation and circulation of capital should not 
necessarily be rejected, on condition that it must only be conceived 
as a transition towards the policy of direct control which it will in- 
evitably demand as its logical continuation under pain of a blockage 
in the system and retaliations on the part of the economic forces. 

To believe that the state can in the long term contain, orientate 
and regulate the activity of the economic forces without encroaching 
on the regime of private property is in fact to abstract from the 
political and psychological dynamic of capitalism. No doubt it is 
technically true that a selective policy in fiscal, price and credit matters 
can imprint qualitative social and geographical orientations on produc- 
tion, differentiate the growth of its sectors, services and regions accord- 
ing to social criteria and a global economic rationality. But what is 
technically possibleVs not for long politically possible. 

The public desire to reduce the cost of growth; to eliminate waste 
(in the form of artificia!ly expanded costs of marketing, management, 
advertising, display and so on); to prevent the use of the resources of 
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enterprises for private purposes; to prevent investment in new installa- 
tions and new models which contribute neither to technical progress 
nor to the improvement of products but are rather aimed primarily at 
justifying the rates of amortisation allowed by the Inland Revenue, 
all this is rigorously technically possible through the tightening of 
controls and the establishment of strict administrative rules: e.g. the 
limitation of advertising costs accepted by the Inland Revenue; the 
determination by sectors, or single cases (where monopolies are con- 
cerned), of an acceptable rate of profit, of the use which may be made 
of profit, of the direction and nature of investments which can be 
made, etc., under pain of stiff tax penalties. 

But the promulgation of such public directives1" quickly comes up 
against the logic of capitalist activity and destroys its dynamic. In 
fact, it amounts to the destruction of managerial authority, to the 
factual socialization of the activity of the entrepreneur, to indirect 
public direction of firms. It would include as a sanction the confisca- 
tion (or very severe taxation) of supra-normal profits. I t  would thus re- 
move any reason why a private company should seek a rationalization 
or innovation which would increase its profits beyond the rate reckoned 
as normal, thereby destroying one of the major incentives to technical 
progress. In short, by controlling management, by weighing it down 
at the top with bureaucracy, by attacking the profit motive, the state 
would be attacking the very dynamic of the capitalist system, and 
would encourage its paralysis or sclerosis. 

There is no sense in attacking the mechanisms and dynamic of the 
capitalist system unless one intends to abolish it, not conserve it. To 
attack the consequences of the system's logic is necessarily to attack 
this logic itself and to threaten the system. If this crisis is not to turn 
against those who provoked it, it must be resolved by the transfer of 
centres of accumulation under public control. Tn default of more ex- 
treme mea.sures of socialization following initial reforms and tending 
to remove those very obstacles raised by the promulgation of the pro- 
gramme, the reforming coalition will be the victim of a war of attrilion 
and of the process of decay we have just described. 

If intermediate reforms (in the sense that they do not reveal their 
anti-capitalist logic directly) must certainly not be rejected in the per- 
spective of a socialist strategy, this is only on the basic condition that 
they must be conceived as means not as ends, as dynamic phases in a 
process of struggle, not as resting stages. Their function is to educate 
and unite the actually or potentially anti-capitalist social forces by the 
struggle for undeniable social and economic obiectives-above all, for 
a new direction for social and economic developnient-by adopting 
initially the method of peaceful and democratic reforms. But this 
method must be adopted nof hcculrse it is  i3inhle or intrinsicnlly pre- 
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ferahle, hut on the contrary because the resistance, the limits and the 
impossibilities which it will inevitably come up against after a short 
while are suitable simply for the demonctration of the necessity of 
socialist transfornzation to social forces not yet ready for it.ll 

2. Socialists and Reformists. The Prohlem of a Programme 
Obviously, such a stratesy cannot be realized in the framework of a 

summit-alliance with neo-capitalist formations, i.e. Social Democrats 
and centrists, who would immediately set out to limit reforming action 
to measures acceptable to the bourgeoisie and demand strict program- 
matic adherence to this principle from their partners. It presupposes 
that there is a clear conscious~less of the nature of the process of tran- 
sition to socialism at the level of the political leaders, a consciousness 
of its mechanisms, its dynamic, of the aspirations of the working 
masses who support it, and of the relatively short respite in which the 
success or failure of the undertaking is determined. 

To summarize, a socialist strategy of reforms must aim at disturbing 
the balance of the system, and profit by this disturbance to prepare 
the (revolutionary) process of the transition to socialism, which, as 
we have seen, can only be done at white heat. A strategy of this type 
is only practicable in periods of movement, on the basis of open con- 
flicts and large-scale political and social movements. It cannot be con- 
ceived as a battle of attrition in a war of position. For once the social 
front is stabilized, once a balance of forces is set up, the battle of 
rupture-which it is precisely the function of a socialist strategy to 
prepare for-is postponed. Of course, the new balance of forces may 
be more favourable to the working classes than the old one, the con- 
tradictions and elements antagonistic to capitalist logic more marked. 
But these contradictions, once the strugg!e for reforms has reached a 
new level-i.e. in practice, once its dynamism has been arrested-are 
muffled in the form of constant attempts by one side and the other to 
whittle away the opposing position. These essentially tactical skirmishes 
no longer allow the intervention of a srrategy. For however precarious 
the balance of forces, it rests on the recognized impossibility for either 
side to force a decision. 

It is thus unrealistic to assimilate these muffled tactical conflicts, 
which may be spread over a long period, to a "revolutionary process" 
which ripens over one or more decades.12 However precarious the 
balance set up when the strurgle for reforms reaches a level may ob- 
jectively be, it is a balance; for the socialist and workers' movement 
it is a lean period. The contradictions introduced into the system by 
the reforms imposed previously no longer gnaw at its substance, and do 
not weaken it like a chronic malady. They do not retain their original 
disruptive potential. On the contrary, they lose it. There are no anti- 
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capitalist institutions or conquests which cannot in the long run be 
whittled down, denatured, absorbed and emptied of all or part of their 
content if the imbalance created by their initiation is not exploited by 
new offensives as soon as it manifests itself. Constrained to coexist with 
institutions which originally opposed its logic and limited its sphere 
of authority, capitalism learns to subordinate them to itself without 
a frontal attack; insofar as it dominates the crucial sectors of capitalist 
accumulation and development and particularly those new activities 
imposed by technical progress and growth, it can regain all or part 
of the lost territorv.13 

This means that it is impossible to conceive the period of transition, 
or even the period preparing the transition, as a long period, of the 
order of a decade. If the transition is not begun after the disruption 
of the balance which provokes the struggle for reforms, then it will not 
take place in that period. The reforms will be disjointed, checked and 
digested by the system, and a balance re-established at a higher level. 
A new period of preparatory struggles, comprising in their objectives 
new contradictions will be necessary to create the conditions for a new 
offensive. The discontinuity of socialist strategy is that of history itself. 

We should not conclude from this that the democratic reforms of the 
past were vain, which would amount to asserting the sterility of a 
century of working-class struggles. Even emptied of all or part of their 
content, the conquests of the past enable working-class and socialist 
forces in a new phase of their offensive to reach out for more advanced 
objectives. In this sense, Lenin considered state monopoly capitalism, 
the most advanced phase of the capitalist socialization of the produc- 
tive forces which has already set up certain levers which the socialist 
state will be able to use, as the ''antechamber to socialism". 

Given this, it must still be stressed that if past conquests make the 
domination of the capitalist class more precarious, the balance of the 
system more fragile, for this very reason they make new partial reforms 
and new displacements of the balance politically more difficult. Pre- 
cisely when new anti-capitalist reforms risk compromising the survival 
of the system, the resistance of the bourgeoisie to any new reform 
becomes ferocious. The shorter the steD to the disruption of  the 
system, or the closer it has been approached in the the 'more 
difficult it becomes to approach it again or to go beyond it. For the 
bourgeoisie is now on guard: the working-class movement runs the 
risk of political and economic failure in its undertaking: a higher degree 
of preparation, resolutio~l and consciousness is now necessary to en- 
gage in a new battle. 

The idea of "creeping socialism", gaining ground thanks to reforms 
achieved one by one until a "qualitative leap" is provoked, corres- 
ponds to nothing real except the very real vigilance of the bourgeoisie 
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which this idea reflects. There can be no cumulative effect of reforms 
successively imposed over a long period, without a sharp trial of 
strength based on a strategy. Particularly in those societies where the 
mechanisms of capitalist accumulation are already objectively at  the 
mercy of public intervention: where institutional reforms presenting 
no intrinsic difficulties would suffice to break the power of the bour- 
geoisie--even though the state does not use these instruments against 
the monopolies, quite the contrary-there above all do the capitalist 
forces use all their strength in every field (ideological, political and 
social) to hinder the formation of a political will able to impose these 
reforms. 

Several countries of Western Europe (France, the Scandinavian 
countries and Italy in particular) have today reached this threshold 
where, because of the structural vulnerability of the system, the 
bourgeoisie is defending its power positions tooth and nail, and posing 
an implacable opposition to the everyday claims of the workers' move- 
ment as much as to its struggle for partial reforms. This means that 
it is necessary to raise the struggle to the higher level of a global 
strategy, based on a general vision, and not to attack just the im- 
mediately intolerable effects of capitalism, but the very nature of the 
relations of production, social relations and the civilization which has 
given birth to them.14 

This elevation and "globalization" d the objects of struggle is 
imperative for the simple reason that the very survival of the system 
has now been objectively threatened even by the conquest of partial 
reforms, and the bourgeoisie knows it. It globally resists partial attacks. 
Winning a trial of strength is now inconceivable for the workers' move- 
ment unless it can achieve the subjective appreciation of the global 
character of what is at stake in the course of struggle; unless it suc- 
ceeds in opposing its own global political will to the global resistance 
of its adversary. A battle in which everything is at stake for the enemy 
cannot be won unless the partial objectives which one is committed 
to imply a goal deserving total commitment. 

Thus there is some truth and some error in the "maximalist" ten- 
dencies which are at present developing in the face of the degeneration 
of European Social-Democracy and the increasing difficulty of achiev- 
ing partial victories and reforms. The error is to postulate that any 
struggle must now be entered into only with a clearly stated socialist 
intention and for aims which imply the destruction of the system. This 
amounts to claiming that the revolutionary intention predates the 
struggle which gives it strength. This undialectical position evades the 
problem by supposing it to have been solved. For in reality, the socialist 
intention of the masses never emerges ex nihilo, nor is it formed by 
political propaganda or scientific proof. A socialist intention is con- 
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structed in and through the struggle for plausible objectives corres- 
ponding to the experience, needs and aspirations of the workers. 

Further, it demands that the goals be articulated together in a 
strategic vision, and that as the struggle progresses, pressing on to the 
structural limits of the system, it gains not only in breadth, but also in 
depth. Such a dialectical development of the struggle presupposes a 
pre-existent socialist intention among the masses. This intention is not 
manifested by polemic and revolutionary propaganda, but by the 
ability to order the goals, to raise the struggle to a higher level, to give 
it "intermediate" goals prefiguring workers' power, which must neces- 
sarily be transcended once they are obtained. 

Nevertheless, there is some truth in the "maximalist" position, for 
the workers' movement will only advance towards socialism if the latter 
is the objective sense of its actions in pursuit of its aims, the sense that 
is destined to become conscious ("subjective"). Any protest or demand 
whatsoever, if it is presented in general, i.e. abstract terms (e.g. a 
general increase in wages and pensions, a growth in public housing, 
etc.) cannot have this objective sense; if only because the realization 
of the goal is not in the power of those who demand it and will not 
be achieved directly through their action, even when they succeed. 
Furthermore, this kind of demand has no internal anti-capitalist logic 
necessitating the transcendence of its objectives once they have been 
obtained. These objectives are presented as new levels whose realiza- 
tion could be the result of government action based on technical (or 
technocratic) reforms. Their content exhausts them. 

In present conditions, the workers' movement will only acquire the 
political maturity and strength necessary to destroy the accumulated 
resistance of the system if its demands are a living critique of the 
social relations and the relations of production, of capitalist rationality 
and civilization, in content, but also in the way they are pursued. 

This critique, deepening the themes of the struggle, is particularly 
important in the neo-capitalist context, where the workers' socialist 
movement has to measure up against the subaltern reformism of Social- 
Democratic and Centrist formations. In fact, these latter often advance 
the same kind of objectives as the forces of the left (council housing, 
education, public amenities, "social justice", etc.)-but they subord- 
inate their realization to the possibility of obtaining them without pro- 
ducing a "breakdown of the machine" of capitalism, i.e. without 
disturbing the economic balance or weakening the power positions of 
the bourgeoisie. 

The great speciality of Social-Democratic formalions is to demon- 
strate that all problems can be resolved or made tolerable, all material 
needs satisfied within the framework of the \ystem, given time and 
discipline. There is no call to "rock the boat" or engage in a trial of 
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strength; be patient, realistic and responsible and have confidence in 
the leadership. Let everyone keep to his place, and the neo-capitalist 
state will act in the best interests of all. 

I t  may well be useful for the socialist forces to show that the 
Social-Democratic formations refuse to give themselves the means to 
carry out their programme; that this programme is either unrealizable, 
or requires such a long delay that its solution will be overtaken half- 
way by a change in the terms of the problem; or even that more and 
better can be expected and obtained if one is prepared to go further 
in transforming the structures. But however useful it may be, this 
kind of demonstration is insufficient. Essentially, it opposes promises 
of relative improvement by promises or more rapid or marked relative 
improvement. What it fails to say, and what the reformists are careful 
to shout at the top of their voices, is that these more rapid and more 
marked improvements would provoke a major crisis of the system: 
"You just want to break the machine, but we want to make it work 
better." 

The socialist movement is ill-equipped to shake off this objection 
so long as it remains on the terrain of relarive, general improvements. 
If it lets it be believed that there is only a relutive difference, a differ- 
ence of degree between its policy and that of the reformists; that 
basically it is seeking the same kind of objectives, but uncompromis- 
ingly and energetically, and is prepared if necessary to bring the matter 
to a trial of strength with capital, it is hardly likely to eat away the 
electoral support of Social-Democracy and become the hegemonic 
force in the workers' movement. A relative difference or a difference 
of degree is not, in fact, enough to make the masses prefer the perilous 
and arduous road of confrontation with the forces of capital to the 
slow but "sure" road of subordinate reformism. 

No one will take the risks of a political and monetary crisis or engage 
in a trial of strength with the bourgeoisie just to secure the building of 
250,000 council houses a year rather than 200,000, an increase of 10 per 
cent rather than 5 per cent for lower paid workers, a 42 hour week rather 
than a 44 hour week, etc. The game is not worth the candle; if only 
because a more ambitious policy on the part of the socialist movement 
will initially provoke a brutal reaction on the part of the system, a 
major upheaval in the economy, and in all probability a deterioration 
in the material situation of the masses, at least for a short period. 

Social-Democratic and Centrist propaganda is thus very telling when 
it asks "What's the hurl?/? Why try to force the pace when a little 
patience and discipline will give you what you are asking for at the 
appropriate time and in calm and order? Is it worth risking a serious 
crisis to obtain in five years what could he obtained in seven or eight 
without great changes?" 
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All European Social-Democrats ask this question in one way and 
another, and the socialist movement can only respond by stressing that 
there is a basic difference between its policies and those of re- 
formism.lS Not a difference of degree, delay or method of realizing 
the same thing as Social-Democracy, only better and quicker. But a 
total difference justifying a total risk. Only to the extent that it can 
convey the fact that its actions and objectives are not of the same kind 
as those of subordinate reformism; that what is at stake is not a greater 
relative or partial improvement, but an absolute and global improve- 
ment, can the socialist movement advance and establish itself as the 
hegemonic force in the workers' movement. 

Absolute and global amelioration should not, of course, be under- 
stood to mean that the earthly paradise and the installation of socialism 
can be promised overnight. Rather, each partial improvement, each 
reform demanded should be articulated into a general project aiming 
at producing a global change. The scope of this change must transcend 
each partial objective which illustrates one of its determined aspects: 
the absolute improvement at stake is the emancipation of all those 
who are exploited, oppressed, degraded and crippled by capitalist re- 
lations of production in what is their social value and individual pride: 
their social labour. 

Reformists and socialists do have some wishes in common; but not 
for the same purposes or in the same way. For reformism, at stake in 
the reforming action is merely "thingsw-wages, public amenities, 
pensions, etc.-which the state is to dispense from on high to in- 
dividuals maintained in their dispersion and impotent with respect 
to the process of production and relations of production. For the 
socialist movement, the worlters' sovereign power to determine for 
themselves the conditions of their social participation, to submit to 
their collective intent the content, development and social division of 
their labour is as important, if not more so, than "things". 

Hence the profound difference between reformism and socialism. 
It  is the difference between granting reforms which perpetuate the 
subordination of the working class in factory and society; and reforms 
imposed, applied and controlled by the masses themselves, based on 
their capacity for self-organization and their initiative. In the last 
analysis, it is the difference between technical, state reforms and 
democratic reforms; it being understood that the latter are nmecessarily 
anti-capitalist: "The struggle for an authenthic democracy, for any 
form of real participation in the management of collective interests, 
for any form of collective control, in particular for the workers' con- 
trol of all aspects of the process of production . . . is to challenge in 
practice capitalism's power of decision. . . . An essential aspect of 
this struggle is the struggle of the working class for the right to man- 
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age for itself the patrimony of labour power, with all the consequences 
which follow from this as to the organization of labour in the factories 
and the autonomous management of deferred payments (social in- 
surance, etc.)"16 

Thus there is necessarily a difference in method corresponding to 
the diierence in content separating neo-capitalist reforms and anti- 
capitalist reforms. The liberating value of reforms can only manifest 
itself if it is already present in the mass actions aiming to establish 
them. At the level of method, the difference between technical reforms 
and democratic reforms is that separating a bureaucratically applied 
institutional reform and a reform imposed in the heat of collective 
action. From a formal point of view, any reform whatsoever--includ- 
ing workers' control-may be emptied of its revolutionary significance 
and re-absorbed by capitalism if it is merely instituted by government , 

fiat and administered by bureaucratic controls, i.e. reduced to a 
"thing". 

Certain "maximalists" conclude from this that all reforms are vain 
as long as the capitalist state survives. They are right if they mean 
reforms granted from on high and institutionalized. They are wrong 
if they mean reforms imposed from below in the heat of struggle. A 
reform cannot be separated from the action which produces it. Demo- 
cratic and anti-capitalist reforms cannot be achieved by action which 
is neither the one nor the other. The emancipation of the working class 
can only constitute for the workers a total stake justifying a total risk 
if the action of struggle has already been an experiment for them in 
self-organization, in initiative and collective decision-making, in short, 
an experiment in the possibility of their own emancipation. 

3. The Global Alternative. The Problem of Allimes 
Whenever the socialist movement works alongside a strong Social- 

Democracy or a dynamic neo-capitalism, it is necessary for it to shift 
the emphasis from partial, immediate, quantitative and disparate 
demands to the presentation of the policies and programme of a 
global and qualitative change. This is what is implied by the many 
references to the LLglobal alternative", to the "model" of development, 
civilization and social organization whose elaboration has been pre- 
sented as the most urgent, nay, the principal task by the most advanced 
flank of the European Marxist movement. 

Hold-all programmes which take into account all demands and al l  
subjects of discontent are no longer merely implausible: they lack a 
general perspective; they have none of the coherence necessary-not 
only economically and logically but above all politically and ideologic- 
ally-to constitute a "global alternative", to forge the unity between 
objectively anti-capitalist forces which can only be the synthesis at a 
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higher level (not just the sum) of their demands, interests and im- 
mediate aspirations. 

In this respect, Sweden offers a particularly pertinent illustration. 
The significance of the Swedish experience extends well beyond the 
case of Sweden itself, so frequently held up as a model by European 
Social-Democracy, and as the forerunner of the type of society toward 
which most European neo-capitalist states are evolving. 

Swedish Social-Democracy postulated the possibility of pursuing a 
policy of social welfare, public amenities and high wages linked to 
high productivity within the framework of capitalism and without 
rejecting its mechanisms. Past development of social allowances, 
amenities and services was based on direct taxation which increased 
with the level of income. But this development went hand in hand with 
that of a civilization of individual consumption. Eventually, an acute 
double contradiction manifested itself. 

On the one hand, the development of social services and amenities 
financed by direct taxation was obtained by what was in effect the 
socialization of the major part of private saving. The result was a grave 
crisis in the capitalist mechanisms of accumulation: a decline in the 
capital market (the Stock Exchange) without any increase in the self- 
financing power of enterprise (in fact there was a decrease). But on 
the other hand, this crisis in the accumulation mechanisms was not 
offset by opulence in the social sector; on the contrary, there is an 
acute crisis in housing and town-planning, an acute shortage of medical 
and educational personnel, an accelerated drift from the country to the 
towns, etc. 

Thus the expansion of social services and public intervention, 
subordinated to the expansion of industrial capitalism, was not ade- 
quate to satisfy the social needs engendered by the development of 
the latter. But it was sufficient to make difficulties for it, by tappins 
certain of its sources of finance. 

Social-Democracy thus finds itself faced with a choice. The 
accelerated expansion of social and collective services and the pursuit 
of monopolist expansion can no longer be attempted together. There 
are two alternatives: either I .  the stabilization, if not the reduction 
of social and public expenditure (with an aggravation of the shortages 
listed above) so as to increase not only saving, but also private con- 
sumption, and thus give a new dynamic to capitalist accumulation; or 
2. a more rapid development of social services and public intervention 
than in the past, demanding a much more extensive socialization of 
the economy. including nationalizations, collectivization of saving and 
the investment function. global (i.e. planned) public direction of the 
economy, priority of collective consumption and services rather than 
"luxury7' consumption, etc. 
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The choice imposed is not a simple technical choice; it is destined 
to make a political impact on the modes of development, consumption 
and civilization, and on the style of life. 

The first alternative is instinctively rejected by the majority of 
workers. But this does not at all mean that the second, necessary from 
a logical point of view even on the basis of popular demands, may 
automatically count on a majority. 

This difficulty in passing from logical analysis to practical politics 
is based on the marked differentiation of the working classes (as well 
as on the fact that a logical analysis is never used by all the interested 
parties). The immediate interests of large categories of relatively highly 
paid manual labourers-notably building workers and those in the 
heavy engineering and shipbuilding industry--do not automatically 
coincide with the interests of workers (particularly women) in under- 
developed or "remote" regions, and in public service, who are badly 
paid; nor with the aspirations of technical and scientific workers. 

At the level of consciousness and immediate interest, categories of 
workers with relatively high wages are not spontaneously attracted to 
an extreme policy of socialization. Trade-Union and Social-Demo- 
cratic ideology has induced them to give priority to consumption de- 
mands and "values": labour is regarded as a daily hell; the manage- 
ment's norms of productivity organization and division of labour are 
regarded as intolerable; but they are accepted nonetheless on the pre- 
text that they are technical necessities, and that what really counts is 
wages. Work is regarded as the purgatory that must be passed through 
so that, after work, the heaven of individual consumption may be 
reached. Given this ideological conditioning, the first alternative- 
including a reduction of very heavy direct taxation and a development 
of "luxury" consumption to the detriment of social consumption-is 
much more immediately attractive to a part of the working class than 
a far-reaching policy of socialization. 

Therefore, demands for individual consumption and wages which 
remain of primary importance for poor regions and categories cannot 
serve as a unifying theme for the workers' movement. The political 
unity of the working class, an indispensable condition for the im- 
position of the second alternative, can only be constructed around 
themes which transcend immediate interests towards a synthesis at a 
higher level. Thus ideological and political work, the critique of the 
"consumption civilization" and the elaboration of a model of change 
become determinant. 

I t  becomes necessary to show that the oppression and alienation of 
labour accepted for the sake of liberation in non-labour can only 
result in alienation of consumption and leisure; that to acquire the 
goods for the consumption and leisure which "liberate" him from the 
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oppression of work, the worker is led by an infernal logic to work 
longer and longer hours and faster and faster, to take on overtime 
and bonus rates to the extent that he loses all possibility, material or 
psychological, of any liberation whatsoever; that the man at work is 
the same man as the man not at work, and that the one cannot be 
liberated without the other; that the basic class interest of all workers 
is to put an end to their subordination in labour and in consumption, 
and to take over control of the organization and purposes of social 
production; that a rise in direct wages is a priority demand for an 
important mass of workers, but that satisfying it is insufficient to put 
an end to capitalist exploitation; that in any event there are objective 
limits to the wage level and objective and subjective limits to the satis- 
faction that can be obtained from individual income without a sufficient 
development of collective services and amenities. 

6 As long as production decisions are dominated by capital, as long 
as consumption, culture and life styles are dominated by bourgeois 
values, the only way to live better is to earn more. But if capitalist 
relations of production are abolished, living better will also mean 
working less and less intensely, adapting work to the requirements of 
the workers' biological and psychological equilibrium, disposing of 
better collective services, greater possibilities of direct communication 
and culture, in and out of work, for oneself and for one's children, 
etc. 

On the other hand, the checks and limitations imposed on scientific 
technical and cultural development by the capitalist criterion of pro- 
fitability; the sterilization of economic resources and human energies 
implied by the process of financial and geographical concentration; 
the under-utilization of human capacities and the waste of energy 
necessitated by the authoritarian organization of labour; the contra- 
diction between the law of maximum returns which dominates pro- 
duction on the one hand, and on the other the waste constituted by a 
marketing policy based on continual innovations with no use value and 
costly "sales promotion" campaigns, etc., all these contradictions 
of developed capitalism are as important if the system is to be chal- 
lenged as the subjects of immediately conscious discontent: they 
imply a critique of the capitalist life-style, of capitalist values and 
rationality. 

Obviously, from this enumeration of themes, which it is not claimed 
is exhaustive, we cannot proceed to the elaboration in the abstract 
of absolute solutions, nor to propositions of a purely speculative 
"model of change". The superiority of a mass revolutionary party 
over parties based on apparatus and clientele, preoccupied with gain- 
ing power and governing, under existing conditions, is that it can (and 
must) awaken aspirations and pose problems which presuppose the 
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radical transcendence of the capitalist system. The mass revolutionary 
party exercises its directive and educational functions without pre- 
tending to know in advance the answers to the questions it will raise. 
Not only because these answers cannot be found within the frame- 
work of the existing system, but because their research and elabora- 
tion by permanent confrontations and debates among the rank and 
file is par exceller~ce the way to provoke the participation, the prise de 
conscience and the self-education of the workers, to give them a direct 
hand in the party and the society to be constructed, and to let them 
grasp, through their exercise of party democracy, the profoundly 
authoritarian and anti-democratic character of the society in which 
they live. 

Animating and stimulating collective reflection and democratic 
debate is also the best way for the party to enrich and develop the 
themes of struggle it proposes, to submit its general analyses to a 
practical test and to detect the forms of action best suited to local 
conditions, to the powers of initiative and sensibility of the masses. 

This permanent labour of research and collective reflection, associat- 
ing the rank and file of the party with the elaboration of its policy, 
asking it to choose amongst the various possible forms of action, must 
of necessity go beyond the bounds of the party structure itself. The 
latter cannot function in a closed circuit. Its hegemonic capacity de- 
pends on the attraction exerted by its internal life, its actions and its 
political positions on those working masses which are unorganized or 
bear the marks of different ideological or religious imprints. In an 
economically developed society, with a working class highly differenti- 
ated by origin (workers, peasants, petty bourgeois) and by mode of 
labour (manual, technical, intellectual), the party is obliged in any 
event to take this diversity of specific aspirations into account; it can 
only exercise its leading role by seeking to transcend this diversity 
towards a higher unity which will respect these diverse elements. in 
their relative autonomy. 

The policy of transition to socialism, the "model" of the transitional 
and even of the socialist society itself, must recognize this diversity. 
In advanced capitalist countries, the revolutionary party can hope 
neither to conquer, nor to exercise, power alone. It must ally itself 
with all the political, social and intellectual forces which refuse capita- 
list rationality, and which can be won over to a transitional policy 
which is clear and coherent in its socialist objectives. But at the same 
time, the work of elaboration of its transitional policy, and notably of 
the political and institutional reforms it must realize, can no longer 
only be initiated by the leading organs of the party, even if (or particu- 
larly if) it is by far the strongest workers' party. 

Even the attraction of the unorganized masses and of the rank and 



file of other formations depends in intensity and potential on the 
attractions that the long term or even very long term options exercise 
on the actual or potential allies of the proletarian revolutionary party. 
Hence the necessity for the latter to recognize the other socialist 
tendencies as permanent partners in a common labour of research and 
elaboration into the programmatic content and the forms of transition 
to socialism, guaranteeing the rights of a plurality of tendencies and 
parties during the transition period and even during the construction 
of socialism. 

The past and present electoral strength of these permanent partners 
is not the principal criterion of choice. What matters more than their 
numerical strength is the representativity of their militant rank and 
file, their authentically socialist orientation and their real autonomy.17 
For the mass revolutionary party to ally itself with different, even 
weak, formations and to conduct a common research with them is to 
demonstrate in practice, not merely in declarations of principle, that 
its respect for political pluralism and the autonomy of allies is not 
simply a tactical concession. And it is also a powerful attraction on 
the militant rank and file and left wing of Social-Democracy and of 
the avant-garde Christian movements,18 as much by the working 
methods adopted as by the coherence of the transition policy (or of the 
"global alternative") elaborated in common. 

Therefore, the revolutionary party must never by a doctrinaire atti- 
tude reject the masses influenced by social democracy or traditional 
reformist movements; but neither must it enter into negotiations or 
summit dialogues with them if these will be immediately blocked by 
ideological or doctrinal differences, or led into the impasse of bargain- 
ing for a "minimum common programme". Nor should it seek a 
fagade of unity for the workers' movement (or for some of its com- 
ponents) by federating existing organizations, i.e. by jztxtaposing their 
party apparatus: this attempt will rapidly exhaust itself in summit 
bargaining between leaders and notables, like a ghostly government 
or parliament, and before long it will have cut itself ofl from the 
masses or discouraged those militants who have been left without a say- 
in the decisions and arrangements which, at the summit of the "re- 
grouping" will respond to criteria internal to the party machines rather 
than to a real collective intention of the rank and file. They should 
rather straightaway set in motion a process of unification of those 
forces which are essentially socialist, by the common elaboration of 
a coherent policy, affecting long term and even very long term1901u- 
tions as much as problems of immediate concern and a medium-term 
programme. The consistency of this elaboration; the openness and 
transparency of the debate; their repercussion on the militant rank and 
file, destined to participate with its initiatives in the process of unifica- 
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tion, will have a much greater effectiveness and attraction than over- 
tures toward traditional reformist parties which are always suspected 
of tactical opportunism. To  destroy the subordinate reformism of 
Social-Democracy, a dialogue should be opened with the masses under 
its influence, not its party machine. And the best way to win them 
over is to propose to them the "alternative" of a socialist policy, 
consistent and clear in its options, and democratic methods of work 
that Social-Democracy, in its essence, cannot adopt. 

4. The Ideological Front. New Tasks of the Revolutionary Party 
This permanent labour of research and elaboration cannot be limited 

to the strictly political, programmatic realm. It is not policies which 
politicise the masses, nor action and struggle alone. Political commit- 
ment and choice are, in fact, the final position of a prise de conscience 
which never starts with politics, i.e. with the problem of the organiza- 
tion of society and social relations, but from the direct and fragmen- 
tary experience of a change which is necessary because it is possible. 

The demand for change, in other words, does not arise from the 
impossibility of accepting what is, but from the possibility of no longer 
accepting what is. The revelation of this possibility (actual or not, 
translatable into practical action or not) in all the realms of social and 
individual life is one of the basic functions of the ideological work of 
a revolutionary movement.20 

The domination of one class over another, in fact, is not merely 
exerted by political and economic power, but by its perception of the 
possible and the impossible, of the future and the past, of the useful 
and the useless, the rational and the irrational, the good and the bad, 
etc. This perception is carried in the whole web of social relations, by 
the objective future which determines their persistence, their resistance 
to change. But it is also carried at the specific level of language (the 
maintool or obstacle for the prise de conscience), of the means of mass 
communication, of the ideology and values to which the ruling class 
submits science, technique and also life itself (i.e. the fundamental 
needs, called "instincts", and immediate relations, e.g. social rela- 
tions, between individuals). In other words, the possibilities, aspira- 
tions and needs (excluded from reality by the social relations are 
repressed and censored (in Freud's sense, not that of the police) at 
the specific level of their possible prise de conscience, by the depth con- 
ditioning exercised on consciousness by the dominant ideology and 
life style. 

As much as a set of "values", this is a pessimistic realism, reject- 
ing "values", typical of conservative ideology: it is "unrealistic" to 
believe that a healthy economy can do without competition in trade, 
individual profit, disciplinary constraint of labour, or the threat of un- 
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employment; the intensification of exploitation of the workers, the 
mutilation of their human faculties, their nervous exhaustion are the 
"inevitable" consequences of technological development; there is no 
"global alternative" to capitalism, the worker will always be a worker, 
it is a technical matter; the individual will always be "self-interested", 
his "instincts" will always be anti-social and must be repressed, etc. 

The destruction of this ideological conditioning, rooted in material 
relations, is one of the essential tasks of the revolutionary movement. 
Only if the possibility, even if it is not actual, of partial or total libera- 
tion in the framework of a "global alternative" can be illustrated 
is it possible for the repressed needs, the aspirations for change and 
liberation cease to be a diffuse and recriminatory discontent, con- 
vinced in advance of the futility of any rebellion, and acquire confi- 
dence in their legitimacy and reality. Even the most immediately in- 
supportable consequences of new methods of organization of labour, 
for example, will be accepted in bitterness, after a burst of anger, if 
management propaganda has been able to prove (as is usually the 
case) that they were technically indispensable and economically ad- 
vantageous. The workers' instinctive rejection of them will not be 
able to transcend the level of an impotent burst of anger, gain confi- 
dence in the legitimacy and reality of its motives, nor translate itself 
into a resolute struggle, unless the union is able to oppose the man- 
agement's model for the organization of labour with a different model, 
based on a different conception of labour and worker, integrating with 
the "rationality" of labour the nervous and physiological equilibrium 
of the individual, his relationship with his tools and with other 
individuals, etc. 

The same kind of procedure, demonstrating the necessity of change 
by its possibility, revealing and reawakening thereby those needs cen- 
sored and repressed by society, is valid in all aspects of the individuals' 
relation to his labour as a profession and as social production; to 
society insofar as it is his immediate environment, his natural and 
cultural surroundings, in a web of social relations; to others, includ- 
ing the family and the other sex. Therefore, this labour of ideological 
research and elaboration as well as having a political sense is a 
cultural labour aiming at the overthrow of the norms and schemata 
of social consciousness, the revelation of the alienations which society 
represses from consciousness through the possibilities which it refuses. 

The revolutionary movement's capacity for action and hegemony 
is enriched and confirmed by its capacity to inspire autonomous re- 
search in such fields as town planning, architecture, occupational 
medicine, labour organization, education, psychology, sexual educa- 
tion, etc. In all these fields, the contradiction between the possibilities 
of liberation and expansion which the productive and cultural forces 
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place at the disposal of society, and its incapacity to take advantage of 
them and develop them in a liberating direction, is revealed. In all 
these fields as well, the contradiction between the demands of social, 
cultural and economic development available in the autonomous 
activity of town planners, architects, doctors, teachers and psycholo- 
gists and the demands to which capitalist society enslaves them, is 
equally revealed. 

The revolutionary party's hegemonic capacity is thus directly linked 
to its degree of implantation in the professions and in intellectual 
circles. It can counter bourgeois ideology to the extent that it is in- 
spiring their research, that it associates their avant-garde with reflec- 
tion on an "alternative model", while still respecting the autonomy 
of their research. The mediation of these intellectual avant-gardes is 
essential to its ability to contest and destroy the grip of the ruling 
ideology. It is even necessary to provide the ruled classes with a 
language and means of expression which will give them a conscious- 
ness of the reality of their subordination and their exploitation. In 
fact, without the possibility of expression, i.e. of objectification and re- 
flection, a demand cannot recognize its own reality: when the ex- 
perience the workers have of their condition is not reflected back to 
them, but on the contrary, is denied or passed over in silence by all 
those who-through the mass media-from the "public conscious- 
ness", it becomes dubious, even for the workers themse lve~ .~~  The 
repressive (in the psychological sense) and class nature of culture does 
not simply, nor even primarily, spring from the social composition of 
the pupils at high schools and universities. It springs even more basic- 
ally from the prior inexistence or extreme poverty of the "work cul- 
ture", the specific workers' culture, of the langzrage-presupposing a 
literature, a theatre and a cinema-able to take into account the ex- 
perience the workers themselves have of the labouring condition. 

Struggling in this manner against the class character of culture, 
abolishing the cultural privilege of the bourgeoisie cannot mean bring- 
ing popularized bourgeois culture to the working masses. Quite the 
reverse: the working class must not be impregnated with bourgeois 
culture; the culture must be impregnated with the experience, the 
values, the tasks and the problen~s which the working class lives daily, 
in its labour, in its life outside labour, and in its struggles. The class 
character of culture is marked by the fact that the working class is 
absent from it as a subject, as a perception of society as it really is 
from a working class point of view. We have abundant cultural pro- 
duction about the workers as they appear to capitalist society-techni- 
cal, sociological, moral, political literature, etc.-but very little about 
society in its various levels as it appears t o  the workers. What we 
know about the reality of industrial labour and the professional culture 
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found even in the least skilled trades, we take primarily from a few 
Soviet novels and the occasional dry sociological inquiry destined for 
a non-working public. An appalling silence has fallen over working- 
class reality; it is this silence that makes possible the daily claims that 
the workers' condition has become acceptable and even comfortable, 
that class differences have softened. 

This silence cannot be broken without the mediation of intellectuals. 
Attempts, notably in the German Democratic Republic, to create a 
workers' culture by encouraging writers and artists in the factories have 
resulted in failure. For culture creation is a trade which presup- 
poses an apprenticeship, the perfection and mastery of specific tech- 
niques. Notably, of a language and forms of expression capable of 
rehabilitating the workers' experience in all the richness of its in- 
dividual and collective, contemporary and historical dimensions. 
These forms of expression will not be utilizable by everyone as their 
"common heritage" until they have been established by someone. 
This work of elaboration largely remains to be performed. It is of 
necessity a collective labour, but cannot be collective immediately. 
For if it is a matter of revealing the existence of a workers' culture- 
which is in reality a series of local, professional and oral sub-cultures- 
it is at the same time a matter of providing it with the means which 
it does not initially have for its self-discovery and self-affirmation as 
a culture. At this level, the mediation of intellectuals becomes neces- 
sary. Not only the kind of mediation exemplified by Brecht's theatre, 
the novel or "depth reporting", but also, and primarily, that which 
consists of providing the working class with a voice it recognizes as its 
own, after the event, because it says what the workers usually ex- 
perience in silence and solitude. 

There have been attempts at the beginnings of this kind of work in 
several countrie~'~ with the collaboration of students or university 
teachers: tape recorded interviews with workers in factories or at 
factory gates; questionnaires whose answers demand individual com- 
ment as well as factual information; films shot from life; biographies 
of workers and militants showing how life is conditioned by the history 
of the firm, of the dynasty of owners, of the economy, of science, of 
technology and of the international workers' movement. A selection 
and montage of the questionnaires, interviews, films, etc. is then pre- 
sented to the group of workers who collaborated in them so that these 
collective works can be collectively discussed, and so that workers may 
recognize themselves as the collective subject of the cultural work, 
of the values, demands and language which it brings them, and so 
that by the mediation of this work they may see themselves as virtual 
creators of a possible culture and not as underprivileged consumers 
of an alien culture. 
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Therefore, the destruction of the cultural monopoly of the 
bourgeoisie will not take place by the mass diffusion of previous cul- 
tural production. The mass diffusion of "culture" is merely the 
diffusion of one kind of consumption goods amongst others. Its various 
forms-television, cinema, paperbacks, press-are based on the cen- 
tralization of communication inherent in the "mass media". In other 
words, the "means of mass communication" do not allow the mass of 
individuals to communicate one with another; on the contrary, they 
allow the central communication of information and cultural products 
to a mass of individuals which is maintained in the state of a silent, 
atomized mass, destined for passive consumption by the very unilateral 
character of this form of "communication". 

I t  is not mass cultural consumption, but only the creation of their 
own culture by the dominated classes which will break the bodrgeois 
cultural m ~ n o p o l y . ~ T o  animate, inspire or guide this cultural crea- 
tion, to solicit permanent free expression and collective discussion, 
the exchange of experience and ideas among the rank and file, is an 
essential task of the revolutionary party. It cannot cope with this task 
unless it enjoys a large mass base, particularly in the sites of produc- 
tion and education; unless it seeks the greatest development of 
democracy and initiative among the rank and file; where individuals 
are working and living collectively; unless it permanently stimulates 
free debate at all levels, so that the demands repressed by the society 
can be expressed and take consciousness of themselves in their depth 
and diversity; unless it draws in the intellectual forces which can give 
the working class its voice and language, can detect, reveal and formu- 
late its deepest aspirations, can unify them at higher level in an anti- 
capitalist perspective and "alternative". 

In nearly all these respects, the task of the revolutionary party and 
the structure this demands are sensibly different in an advanced capita- 
list society from the task and structure of the Bolshevik party. The 
Leninist, later Stalinist, type of party was adapted to periods of acute 
crisis, of the probable, but not necessarily imminent collapse of the 
capitalist system, of clandestine struggle and of war. I t  is not im- 
possible that such periods will recur, but it is not very likely. The 
working hypothesis on which the revolutionary party must base its 
activity is no longer a sudden seizure of power, made possible by the 
breakdown of capitalist mechanisms or a military defeat of the bour- 
geois state; but that of a patient and conscious strategy aimed at 
provoking a crisis in the system by the masses' refusal to bend to its 
logic, and then resolving this crisis in the direction of their demands. 

However, the renewal of the revolutionary party in accord with 
its present task runs up against resistance that cannot be explained as 
an imprint of Stalinism considered as a "historical accident". On the 
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contrary, we have to explain why this imprint could be so deep and 
so durable. An explanation by external influences or historical con- 
junctures will not do. On the contrary, it must be admitted that the 
Stalinist type of party corresponds to one of the permanent tendencies, 
or temptations, of the workers' movement even where it is possessed 
of a strong class consciousness and revolutionary tradition. 

This is the temptation of the ideological withdrawal of the work- 
ing class in regard to capitalist society. This withdrawal may well be 
associated on occasion with opportunist political practice. In fact, its 
goal is not the immediate revolutionary overthrow of capitalism, but, 
on the contrary, the strengthening of class consciousness and organisa- 
tion in a period still hardly propitious for revolutionary action. It is a 
form of revolutionary attentisme. Precisely because the working class 
(or its most advanced sector), although already highly politicised, 
powerfully organized and certain of its ultimate victory, cannot count 
on an immediate seizure of power, it tends to defend itself against the 
relaxation of its structures, the flagging of its will, the disintegration 
of its unity, the temptations and immediate advantages of reformist 
participation by fortifying itself in its own existence through isolation 
between itself and the society in which it exists.24 It  constitutes itself 
as an order apart. Its party incarnates the society of the future. Indeed, 
it prefigures the socialist state yet to be born, so much so that the 
party already conducts itself as a state: the hierarchical relations be- 
tween the leaders are those characteristic of the relations of a head of 
state or government with its ministries and civil service. A protocol 
recalling that of official visits marks the tours and visits of party 
delegates. The fraternal relations between parties are governed by 
rules recalling those of diplomatic relations between states. The party 
demands of its militants the same kind of discipline as the state of the 
dictatorship of the proletariat, beseiged by internal and external 
enemies does of its citizens. 

In short, the party has most of the internal characteristics of a post- 
revolutionary party, holding a monopoly of power. And there is some 
sense in this behaviour: the ultimate crisis must someday break out; 
when it does, the socialist state must emerge, armed from head to toe, 
thanks to the inflexible rigour with which the party has preserved its 
unity and purity. Until the day comes, the conditions of the masses 
will inevitably deteriorate, and their action can only amount to a pro- 
test which changes little. Attentisme and catastrophism go hand in 
hand. 

Stalinist dogmatism allowed this attitude to survive for a long time. 
By strictly identifying the USSR with socialism, socialism with Soviet 
society and its copies, and the world victory of socialism with the 
victory of the Soviet camp (which imperialism was inevitably bound 
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to attack some day), Stalinism solved to its own satisfaction the problem 
of the "global alternative", of the positive "model" for the inspiration 
and guidance of the workers' movement. It allowed the working class 
to refuse the ideological and cultural hegemony of the bourgeoisie 
without having to  resort to the mediation of intellectuals: it was 
enough to consider bourgeois society and culture from the point of 
view of a society and culture to come which had already materialized 
in another place; to oppose all the unresolved problems here to the 
solutions applied there, and to interpret the course of events as the 
inexorable decline of capitalism. 

In this perspective, there is no sense in more exhaustive analysis, 
in the elaboration of the remedies to be applied and the action aimed 
at imposing them: they would only serve to prolong the life of the 
system; it seemed unrealistic to suppose that they might deepen the 
contradictions by forcing the bourgeoisie into granting concessions 
which could be turned against it. It was all or nothing. 

Stalinism thus appears as an ideology of the withdrawal of the work- 
ing class: it isolates and protects it against the surrounding society, 
provides it with a perspective owing nothing to bourgeois ideology, nor 
even to an autonomous intelligentsia. It constituted (and still, in new 
forms, constitutes) a typical primitivist deviation: an attempt at  work- 
ing class autarchy in the fields of ideology and culture; a dogmatic re- 
jection not only of the surrounding capitalist society, but also of 
the scientific, artistic and cultural production carried on within this 
society, on the pretext that this production was not proletarian (which 
was true) and that it reflected the decadence and crisis of capitalism 
and had hardly any interest for the revolutionary struggle (which was 
sometimes true, sometimes f a l ~ e ) . ~ T h e  subjective advantage of this 
primitivist deviation is that it allowed the proletariat to establish for 
itself a post-revolutionary point of view against the bourgeoisie and 
to reject bourgeois ideological domination in the name of a simple 
alternative ideology. 

The sterility of this attitude in the context of advanced capitalism 
is generally recognized today in the European Communist movement 
as a whole. Ideological withdrawal, which could be of value in an 
earlier historical conjuncture, would today tend to isolate the workers' 
movement not only from possible political allies but also from new 
generations of workers, more differentiated both in aspirations and in 
interests, and from the intellectual avant-garde whose mediation is 
indispensable to the hegemonic capacity of the revolutionary party. 

Nevertheless, it is easier to recognize the necessity of a renewal 
of the methods and structures of the revolutionary party than to achieve 
this renewal. The difficulty often derives less from the resistance of the 
party machine to change2Vhan from the attachment of the most 



militant and embattled part of the proletariat to the primitivist attitude 
of withdrawal. For this ageing generation of working-class militants, 
the effectiveness and radiance of the party are of less account than its 
homogeneity: it is at once a homeland, a refuge and a source of moral 
comfort. As it evolves; as the socialist societies of Europe evolve; as 
the USSR comes to abandon its function as leader-state and socialist 
model; as the problems of the construction of socialism, the solutions 
they call for, and the roads to socialism that can be envisaged in 
various parts of the world diversify, part of the old working-class rank 
and file will be tempted to see in this evolution not the consequence 
of objective changes, but an opportunist revision or betrayal of the 
basic principles of the international revolutionary movement. 

This partly explains the caution and slowness with which certain 
parties are renewing themselves. The absolute datum-line that the 
Stalinist model has been for the Communist movement cannot be re- 
jected all at once, particularly if there is nothing very much to put 
in its place. But it is also impossible to retain this model, now that 
the unresolved problems with which it has saddled the socialist 
societies have become so obvious. Certainly, it made possible a rapid 
development, but it is also the source of the retardations and contra- 
dictions that must now be overcome. 

From this point of view, the task of reflection on a socialist "model 
of development" and a socialist "alternative" adapted to the condi- 
tions of industrially developed countries has also become necessary. 
This demands a critical examination of the reasons for the difficulties 
and delays which have appeared; the ways to avoid and transcend 
them; the kind of civilization which the socialist movement must aim 
at when the development of the productive forces allows the creation 
of the superfluous, and no longer only the necessary. This examination 
is the business of all Marxists and socialists; by carrying it out in com- 
mon they can demonstrate the vitality of their movement and its 
fidelity to its original objectives. 

NOTES 

1. Lelio Basso has set out this view (which is held by the majority of 
European Marxist theoreticians) particularly clearly: "The passage from 
the antechamber of socialism to socialism . . . is only possible at a 
certain level of development of the social forces and relations, when 
consciousness of the basic antagonism has penetrated the masses and 
when the relation of forces permits the inversion of the situation. 

"The present task of the workers' movement is precisely to prepare this 
moment. . . . This strategy can be defined as a peaceful road to socialism 
on the condition that it does not prejudge the form which the final 
crisis will take, which may be peaceful or violent according to a series of 
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conditions which it is absolutely impossible to foresee today", (Tenderize 
del capitalismo europeo, Rome 1966, pp. 283-284). 

2. 1 call socialist all those forces which are actually pursuing the realization 
of socialism, and therefore the abolition of capitalist production relations 
and of the capitalist state, and not only the parties which are called 
socialist though they are frequently not socialist at all. 

3. 1872 Preface to the Comrnr~nist Manifesto. 

4. This claim is only apparently contradicted by electoral victories such as 
that of the British Labour Party in 1964, and tomorrow perhaps, that of 
the German Social-Democrats. Wilson's victory was really due to an 
internal crisis of the Conservative Party, the fruit of long wear, and of its 
inability to face the downgrading of British capitalism's world position 
without the assistance of British Trade Unions. Wilson's victory was not 
that of a new policy, but that of the same policy, pursued by means 
hardly different, but with the support-the extremely reticent support, 
during the second phase-of the Trade Unions, and leading to the same 
results in general. A Social-Democratic victory in Federal Germany would 
amount to the same thing. 

5. International Sociali~t Jorrrnal, No. 15, July 1966, p. 244. 

6. On this point. see Kautsky (in this period supported by Lenin) in his 
polemic against Bernstein, Social Refornz and Revolution; "Those who 
reject on principle the political revolution as a means to social trans- 
formation; those who seek to limit this transformation to those measures 
which can be obtained from the ruling class are social reformers-how- 
ever much their ideal may be opposed to that of existing society. . . . 
What distinguishes a social reformer from a revolutionary is not the 
pursuit of reforms, but being explicitly confined to the pursuit of reforms." 

Cf. Lelio Basso, op. cit., p. 264: "What characterises reformism is not 
the struggle for reforms, which all Marxists propose, but . . . the separa- 
tion of the reforming and the revolutionary moments. This separation 
means that the reforms . . . lose all anti-capitalist potential and become 
even instruments of the social integration of the working class into the 
system". 

7. Cf. Lucio Magri, "I1 valore e il limite delle esperienze frontiste" Critica 
4farxist0, July-August 1965: "It  is no longer possible for an economic 
plan which proposes a real direction of development not to be of a global 
character, long term. progressing through rigorous choices, not to dispose 
of the political and social power and the institutional framework which 
enable it to control the great chain reaction which it will provoke. How 
then can we still rely on a bloc of forces united around a minimum and 
immediate programme; on a mass movement defending threatened interests 
rather than organising and selecting them: on a governmental formula 
without the cohesion, strength or ideas necessary for a programme of 
general transformation of society?" (p. 62). 

8. The bourgeoisie would only accept this collaboration rather than provoke 
a trial of strength if the victory of the left was a crushing one, if it 
was precedcd and followed by an irresistible popular movement, and if the 
party or parties in power were totally united and looked like remaining 
in power for a )'cry 1011~ time. This was the case in Sweden at the 
beginning of the thirties, and. in a quite different context, in China in 
1950. 
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In the Chinese case, the bourgeoisie collaborated with the revolutionary 

power because any attempt a t  resistance would have been suicidal. 
In Sweden, which at that time had only just embarked on industrializa- 

tion the bourgeoisie was of recent origin, and it came to an agreement 
with social-democracy to the extent that the latter not only accepted but 
relied on the interests and reason of the capitalist class. So much has this 
been the case that after thirty years of social-democratic power, govern- 
ment action shows no sign of a socialist perspective, and democratic 
life in the Party and the Unions has been stifled by bureaucratic centraliza- 
tion. 

9. This does not take into account how extremely difficult it is for the 
state to discover the real uses to which the real profits of companies are 
devoted, unless the state sets up  a very clumsy control apparatus. 

10. This was demanded by one of the speakers at a conference of socialist 
intellectuals a t  Grenoble in May 1966. The author of this report tried to  
justify the position by a false invocation of the Swedish euample. The 
Swedish state imposes no control regulations on trusts, and knows neither 
the real rates of profit, nor the real nature of investment plans, which 
are concealed by industrial secrecy. This is because it knows that capitalism 
is only dynamic as long as the profit motive is left untouched. The 
Swedish state does not have a medium term global economic plan, but 
limits itself to a strict control of individrtal income. The budgetary resources 
it derives from taxation are no greater a part of the national product than 
in other developed capitalist countries (taking account of the fact that 
social security is budgeted), and does not allow it to cope with the 
development of collective needs. The housing crisis. regional imbalances, 
disparities between public and private wages, acute poverty of collective 
services (the needs for nursery schools, notably, are only 10 per cent 
covered) are all comparable to those of the rest of Western Europe, as 
are cultural inequalities and the impermeability of the "ruling Clite" to 
newcomers. 

11. Cf. Bruno Trentin, Tendenze del capiralismo ertropeo, op. cit., pp. 203-204; 
"The initiation of the first measures of structural transformation rapidly 
demands new reforms and new transformations in the democratic organisa- 
tion of power (if it is to avoid their neutralisation). . . . Democratic 
planning of the development and transformation of the economy pre- 
supposes a social and political front much larger than that which today 
revolves around the socialist front much larger than that which today 
revolves around the socialist and workers' parties: and if the aims of this 
planning are not socialism, it is nevertheless true that it will be difficult to 
realize it completely, and above all durably in the capitalist context unless, 
to safeguard its existence, the initial design is transcended by measures of 
reform and the democratic transformation of society. The advanced sector 
of the movement at least must be fully conscious of this process". 

12. This assimilation is fairly widespread among left-wing Social-Democrats; 
it is also found in Lelio Basso. 

13. For example, social security. whose logic is that of the socialization of 
medical and pharmaceutical consumption, becomes a source of increased 
profit for the private chemical and pharmaceutical industries. The 
nationalization of basic industries-even when they are not making 
losses and are therefore unable to obtain on the financial market the 
capital necessary to their development--ultimately frees private capital for 
investment in sectors with more rapid growth and a higher rate of profit. 
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Even if it is virtually dominant at a given moment, the nationalized 
sector can only remain so if it extends its activities to industries which 
promote economic development. 

14. In his previously quoted report (pp. 181, 202-203), Bruno Trentin reaches 
analogous conclusions at the end of an analysis which is economic rather 
than political: "The experience of recent years banishes any illusions as 
to the possibility of a process of slow and imperceptible whittling away 
at the system, and shows more and more clearly the inadequacy of the 
sectoral disruptions inflicted on the system by the working class when 
these disruptions are not integrated in a global strategy. In stressing this 
inadequacy, we are not thinking merely of the capitalist system's power 
to absorb and pervert partial reforms; but also and primarily of the brutal 
reaction of the economic forces weakened or threatened, and the objective 
counterstrokes provoked even by partial reforms when they shake an 
economic balance as delicate as that of the 60's, if the working class 
cannot consolidate its original breakthroughs with the conquest of new 
reforms . . . originally linked together and with a simultaneo~rs transforma- 
tion of the present forms of orgarzization o f  power.. . . 

"That is why the action of the workers' movement . . . must always be 
able to present itself as a complete strategy, at least in its general lines, 
within which the principal ties between the various moments or aspects of 
the reforming action are accepted in advance by the working-class parties. 
That is why the reform plan, if it has to be initiated gradually, must also 
be able to impose, from tire initial phase o f  its realization onwards, 
through the economic and political means supporting it, not only a general 
control, but also a qualitative modification of the mechanisms of accumula- 
tion, and to dispose of concrete instruments of power in society such as 
parliament, local and regional representative institutions, the various forms 
of workers' control which are revealed to be actual and necessary, agri- 
cultural co-operatives, peasant associations and unions. 

"Without this organic strategy, without an organic plan which reflects 
it in its general orientation, the indispensable partial struggles of the 
working class will, much more than in the past, be neutralized and diverted 
from their original goals by the more and more rigid logic of the 
system in which they unfold." 

15. The attempts at pulling Social-Democracy over to the left by hushing up 
divergences, stressing common objectives and offering help to achieve them, 
are only meaningfui if the strength of unitary action among the rank 
and file makes Social-Democracy available for an anti-capitalist alliance. 
This availability only manifests itself in periods of acute crisis and internal 
and external danger. But the "left front" immediately takes on a defensive 
and tactical rather than offensive and strategic character. Once the reac- 
tionary danger has been avoided, strategic divergences will split the 
alliance. It then emerges that it was not directed against the bourgeois 
state, but against precapitalist and prebourgeois structures and forces 
deriving from the incompleteness of the bourgeois revolution. 

This is correctly noted by Lucio Magri, who adds: "The cement of the 
frontist unity thus disappears. For this cement was the common struggle 
against a system of power unable to assure any development of the 
society at all, constrained to resort to political violence and war to hide 
its social failings, its inability to respond to the interests of a real majority" 
(Lucio Magri, op. cit., p. 61). 

16. Lelio Basso, op. cit., pp. 276-277. 
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17. A militant formation may be representative of a current fairly widespread 
among the working masses without itself being very strong. This is true, 
for example, of Christian Socialist militants. 

18. This line has been put forward and sometimes applied with partial 
success by the left of the Italian Communist Party (the ingraoiani). 
Applied by the Federation of Metallurgical Workers and Employees (the 
FIOM) of the CGIL it is consistently and notably successful. It is one 
of the reasons for the spectacular growth that the Swedish Communist 
Party is a t  present undergoing under the leadership of C. H. Herman- 
sson. It must not be confused with an attempt at reaching an understanding 
with the Social-Democratic party machine. 

19. One of the weaknesses of the 1966 Grenoble Conference (see note 10 
above) was to limit itself to a "possibilist" short or medium term per- 
spective which precisely for this reason ignored the problems of the 
transition to socialism and evcn the forms of action aiming at preparing 
it. Questions essential to a socialist prise de conscience and socialist 
action cannot evr>n be posed so long as a short term perspective is 
maintained, that is, the capitalist system is not transcended. 

20. Ideological labour is nothing but a labour of unification at a specific level, 
ilzat of the comcio~rsnes~ that they have of themselves, of various aspira- 
tions and interests. An ideology therefore may be mystifying, bur it may 
not, according to whether it is syncretic or synthetic. 

In the first case, e.g. the case of neo-capitalist ideologies, it aims both 
at unifying the heterogeneous particular interests of the bourgeoisie and 
unifying with these the immediate interests and aspirations of the upper 
strata of wage earners, by ideologically integrating them, under the appella- 
tion "middle class" or "middle strata", to the bourgeois class. If this 
syncretic unification is to have some semblance of solidity, it demands the 
mediation of numerous partial and crude analyses and explanations of the 
evolution of the social relations and production relations of modern 
capitalism. 

The synthetic unification of the interests and aspirations of the working 
classes rests on a material basis and strong scientific analysis to the extent 
that it starts from the subordinate position of these classes in capitalist 
society. The principal concrete aspects of this subordination are none- 
theless not identical for all wage-categories. Their synthetic unification 
thus needs a finer analysis, respecting, under pain of schematism, the 
specificity of the material, cultural and professional interests and aspira- 
tions of manual and intellectual workers. This unifying synthesis can 
therefore only be effective at a level of perspective, transcending the 
immediate ~ercention of interest toward the establishment of richer human 
and social ;elationships. i.e. at the level of common demands (or "values") 
capable of general application. The synthesis remains necessarily in- 
complete so long as class divisions, and even the kind of social division of 
labour resulting from the present level of development of the productive 
forces, have not themselves been transcended. 

As the dominant neo-capitalist ideology contains a considerable part of 
mystification and propaganda, the efforts of the workers' movement to 
combat this ideology will necessarily themselves contain a part of abusive 
simplification and propaganda. It is this practical necessity that has led 
to a limiting pejorative definition of "ideological work". But if it is indis- 
pensable to translate ideological elaboration into political propaganda 
(slogans, polemics, etc.), it is also indispensable not to confuse the two. 
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Ideological propaganda, in the last analysis, will not be effective unless it 
popularises an ideological elaboration based on rigorous research and 
analysis; it will lose its effectiveness if the demands of short-term political 
propaganda restrain, stifle, schematise and censor the work of research 
and elaboration itself. 

21. Unless they can freely intercommunicate. But direct communication and 
the self-expression and prise de conscience which it provokes is not 
hindered merely by a repressive factory system and a housing policy 
which disperses workers after their day's work. It is also hindered by the 
conditioning of thought, language and behaviour conveyed by educational 
formation and mass means of communication. This finally screens off 
experience from the consciousness of experience. The regression of prole- 
tarian culture and its sources is to a very large extent due to the decrease 
in the possibilities of direct communication and the extension of mass 
culture (rather, deculturation) diffused via the mass media. 

22. In Italy, Nonvay and Western Germany, these isolated attempts at 
"enquites orivri2res" have acquired a certain notoriety by reason of the 
strikes or lively working class agitation they have provoked, even though 
this was not their original purpose. 

23. In the same way, it is not the generalization of the kind of formation dis- 
pensed in high schools and universities which will "democratise" educa- 
tion, but a radical and general reform of the methods and content of 
education, aiming to destroy the barriers-which are anyway completely 
arbitrary from the point of view of the acquisition and progress of know- 
ledge--between intellectual and manual, theoretical and practical, and 
individual and collective labour. 

24. But this does not exclude reformist opportunism in practice. On the contrary, 
it can be pursued with a calm conscience thanks precisely to the strength 
of the structures and the imperviousness of the workers' party: whatever 
it does, it is not tainted or corrupted by its acts and alliances. It may 
participate in a coalition with scrupulous loyalism, precisely because it is 
impermeable to external influences. Its reality is not in its public behaviour, 
its political action lvitllin capitalist society; it is in its internal behaviour, 
which prefigures the society of the future and opposes an absolute "onto- 
logical" negation to the surrounding society. This ontological, i.e. non- 
dialectical, character of the negation is responsible for its inability to 
produce action capable of mediating between present and future, capitalism 
and socialism: a Chinese wall separates one from the other; they are 
ontologically different orders; there is no route between them, no theory 
or strategy of transition : socialism begins when capitalism ceases. 

The reflection of this position can be found in the so-called theory of 
the two (successive and rigorously exclusive) stages: capitalism remains 
completely present in the stage called democratic; socialism is complete 
in the following slage. The problem of the passage from one to the 
other is left in suspense. 

25. From a Marxist point of view, the decisive question is not to know 
whether a certain cultural product is decadent or not, but whether it 
conveys a prise de conscience, mystified or not, from which a Marxist 
critique can disengage the moment of truth, and, doing so, enrich and 
develop its own tools of knowledge and action. 

26. For example, in the case of the Austrian, Belgian and Swedish Communist 
Parties. 
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